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 A year ago, we would not have dreamed of being here.  

 Anniversaries are as much about celebrating the road travelled 

as they are about the hope and promise of a thriving future. As we look 

ahead on this, our first anniversary, we're already catching a glimpse of 

what that might look like for The Quiet Ones. All would be dark to the 

front if not for the warmth and support of the community who has 

strode alongside us this first and wondrous year.  

 A year ago, we would not have dreamed of being here but, 

simply put, that's because a year ago we didn't know you. To our new 

readers who have just discovered us and our fans who've been here 

from the off; to those who have shared our website and our works with 

your friends, family, and followers, we thank you. To the writers who 

have sent us your beautiful works of fiction, flash, and poetry, we thank 

you and we can't wait to see what you have in store for us in 2023.  

 A year ago, we would not have dreamed of being here. 

 Tomorrow, we will have to dream bigger, thanks to you. 

With gratitude,   
David Fey and Emily Young 

Co-Executive Editors of The Quiet Ones 

b   l   o   o   d   l   e   t   t   e   r   s
f   r   o   m       t   h   e       e   d   i   t   o   r   s
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No good buying decisions are made while drunk after a recent 

job loss. If you are going to stumble out of the pub and into a shop 

filled with lurking shadows and antique curiosities, be careful of what 

you buy. And always read the return policy. 

The morning after my questionable purchase, I waited at the 

shop’s door until the gray-haired proprietor flipped the sign over to 

read OPEN. 

“Hello!” I followed her through the chaotic maze of relics to the 

counter. A bag with the shop’s logo was clutched in my sweaty hands. 

“It’s a lovely morning, isn’t it?” 

She settled into her seat and adjusted her wireframe glasses. 

“How can I help you?” 

I donned my friendliest smile. “I made a purchase here, oh, 

about five hours ago, and now I’d like to make a return.” 

She pointed to the sign on the counter. In large letters, it read: 

All Purchases Are Final. 

“Maybe you could make an exception this one time?” I 

withdrew an amethyst brooch from the bag and set it on the counter 

between us. “I have the receipt.” 

 The woman pulled back her hands, and her lips thinned into a 

n  o     r  e  t  u  r  n  s  
s t e f a n i e   g i l m o u r
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stern line. The beautiful brooch radiated a violet glow in the dim room, 

and a tall shadow materialized behind me. 

“I’m sorry. No returns,” she said. “It’s in the purchase 

agreement.” 

I snorted. “No one reads those.” 

The woman crossed her arms. 

“I feel I wasn’t sufficiently warned about my purchase,” I said.  

Her sparse eyebrows rose. 

The hulking form behind me shifted from one foot to the other. 

Odors of carrion and sulfur wafted from it. My eyes watered and I 

suppressed a gag. 

“You see, I misread the product tag. I thought I’d purchased a 

standard Cursing Brooch, not a Cursed Brooch.” I gestured behind me. 

“I didn’t realize it included a denizen from the pits of hell.” I laughed 

and tapped my forehead with the heel of my hand. “Silly me.” 

There was an absent scratching of talons against leathery skin. 

“It’s a common package deal,” the woman said. “The curse 

didn’t work?” 

“Oh no, the curse worked.” The office building explosion 

wouldn’t be traced back to me. I’d actually read the product warranty. 

“It’s just…” I shrugged. “I assumed it would be a single-use item. But 

the brooch reappeared on my bedside table this morning, along  

with…” I jerked a thumb back over my shoulder. 
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The proprietor gave me a flat look. 

I attempted a different angle. “I’m a busy person, and now I 

have to job hunt. I don’t think my lifestyle lends itself to taking care of 

another living creature.” 

The woman’s gaze twitched upward past my shoulder. “Living?” 

Maybe living wasn’t the right term. I glanced back. 

The creature’s chapped lips split into a bloody smile. Another 

awful stench drifted down to me from its jagged teeth. Was that a 

twinkle of fondness in the swirling pools of darkness serving as eyes? 

I whispered to the shop owner. “Please?” 

“I apologize,” she said, “but even if I did waive our return 

policy…” 

“Your no return policy,” I corrected. 

She paused. “...I couldn’t take ownership of the brooch.” 

“Okay, listen.” I leaned forward and struck the counter with a 

fingertip. “I don’t even want my money back. Just take the damn thing 

off my hands.” 

“You’re not understanding what I’m telling you. It’s not 

possible,” she said. “If I kept the brooch, it would simply reappear with 

you after you left the shop.” 

“This thing ate my neighbor’s Prius!” 

The creature gave a rattling moan. 

The woman frowned. 
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“Okay, okay.” I ran my shaking fingers through my hair. “I’m 

sorry for shouting. I’m not sure what to do and it’s stressing me out.” 

“You purchased a cursed object,” she said. “Live with your 

decision. The brooch will return to this shop when you no longer draw 

breath.” 

“What?! I really feel that should have been discussed in the 

product features!” 

The creature bellowed, rattling the trinkets on the shop’s 

shelves.  

I rubbed a hand over my face. 

“Is there anything else I can help you with today?” the woman 

asked. 

“No.” I snatched up the brooch, already planning a scathing 

review of the shop’s horrible customer service. “There is very obviously 

nothing you can help me with.” 

“Have a nice day,” she said with a smile. 

I turned toward the foul being. “For this to work, we need some 

ground rules. There’ll be a curfew, of course.” 

It chittered and bobbed its horned head. The worn wooden 

floor groaned beneath the creature as we walked back through the 

shop. 

My mind started to buzz with possibilities. I paused at the front 

door and looked up at the monstrosity beside me. “You know, that old 
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bastard Mr. Smith won’t stop calling the city about my lawn. Maybe we 

should pay him a visit.” 

The creature grinned. Several wriggling insects with too many 

legs fell from its maw to the floor and scuttled away beneath the 

display shelves. 

I shuddered. “We should be off, then. I have errands to run 

before lunch.”  

A vortex of violet light emanated from the brooch, swallowed 

the creature, and vanished. The amethyst’s glow gradually faded. I 

fastened the brooch to my jacket and left the shop. 
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Our mothers don’t have soft in them anymore. They survived. 

They’re still surviving. They saved their own asses and ours too. There’s 

no room for soft. We know they love us, but for them, love is a secure 

place to sleep at night and a good seasoned spike.  

 We girls are different. We do have soft. 

It comes in the evening when cormorants are flying home to 

the breakwater in the pink light of Provincetown. Or at low tide when 

we’re digging clams, the smell of the salt marsh thick and meaty. There 

is soft when my Montana feeds me blueberries and our mouths are 

blue and sweet when we kiss. Always soft comes when we take a break 

from patrolling. Safe from sogs, I sit in the secure garden with my 

magazines. Pages so tender and delicate showing pictures of girls and 

mothers from before. I like to turn to my favorite girl. Danielle is 

wearing enchanted gossamer fairy magic. She is marvelous in her 

shimmer and pearl.  

 “Think fast!” Montana slings me my spike. It’s our early morning 

patrol by the beach, light on the ocean, seagrass, bees in the rose 

bushes. I’d put my spike down for just a minute so I could pick roses to 

make into tea. Now there are two sogs, dragging themselves out of a 

g  o  s  s  a  m  e  r  
a n n a   w a t s o n
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nearby tumbledown, one we hadn’t bothered to check because it’s 

always empty. Until now. Careless today. Today, my birthday. 

 Montana whirls her spike all bad-ass and demolishes them 

both. “Happy birthday!” she whisper-sings to me. Whispering in case 

there are more, but I don’t think there are more. I think we’re safe out 

here. 

 The mothers tell how sogs are used-to-be humans, which is 

very strange to believe, like thinking foxes used to be girls or rats were 

mothers. We drag these two by the feet back into the tumbledown. 

Their bodies are floppy and already dissolving – they were half dead 

from being in the salt air. The ocean is so bad for them, and so good 

for us. The ocean that is waves and changing colors and always moving 

and full of life. Now the beach is tidy again. Montana helps me gather 

up the all the silky sweet rose petals I dropped. We won’t be late for 

muster. 

 My mother, Crash, is waiting at Town Hall, along with Denise, 

Montana’s mother, and all the mothers and girls of our family, all of us 

who made it and who are living down the Cape surrounded by salt and 

sea. Down the Cape, we’re doing good. Down the Cape, I lately am 

forgetting to be ever vigilant.  

 Mothers never forget.  

“Line up!” Crash says. “Spikes out!” she says. “Report!” 

 Montana tells about the two sogs and Denise writes it in the  
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book. 

 “You just pulled extra detail for everyone, slackers,” says Crash, 

not looking at me. “Fuckers are lurking. Next thing you know, we’ve got 

infestation.”  

If I make an argument, she might pop me one, so I don’t, but 

I’ve personally never seen infestation. Crash says it happened a lot 

when I was too little to remember. She remembers, all the mothers do. 

Those stupid sogs today were the first ones in weeks. Extra detail is no 

fair! Lately, we’ve gotten to take breaks in the afternoon. Today, my 

birthday, I wanted to go to the secure beach with Montana. The clouds 

are so towering and fine. Montana is so badass and beautiful. I wanted 

to lie on my back in the hot sand, watching the sky between kisses.  

 For extra detail, I have to go out with one of the new mothers, 

Pia, to teach her the perimeter. Town Hall to Library, Library to Pier, Pier 

back to Town Hall. We have to check all the tumbledowns on 

Commercial Street, too. There are plenty you can’t go in, but some you 

can. No sogs, no sogs, no sogs.  

 We go around again. Pia stops to stare at John’s Footlong, 

Hotdogs and Burgers, with that sad waa-waa face the mothers get. 

“Come on,” I say. “Tell me some history,” I say. If I can’t kiss on the 

secure beach, at least there’s that. “Tell me about food.” Pia tells me 

about meatball grinders.  

“People would argue about what to call them,” she says.  
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“Grinders, subs, gyros. You gotta trust me, though.” She slaps her spike 

against her thigh and nods and frowns at me so I don’t argue. “The 

correct term is grinder.”  

 I don’t argue, but down the Cape we call our food one thing, 

what it is: fish or rabbit or clams. Apples, pears, potatoes. 

 At noon, we’re back at Town Hall, in the secure garden, where 

we eat when it’s sunny. There’s apples and deer jerky for lunch and 

after I’m with Montana again, we’re a good team. We patrol and patrol, 

but no more sogs. Nothing but my birthday clouds and cormorants 

flying and Montana humming that happy-happy song so soft you can 

barely hear.  

 When the light begins to turn golden, we have our final muster 

and report. No sogs. In the garden, I serve my tea, warm and such a 

color, such a pale pink, from steeping all day in the sun. Our best 

hunters, Blaize and Damaris, come with rabbit to roast and I dig up 

potatoes to wrap in seaweed and put in the embers. We chop kale and 

rub it with salt to make it melty. 

 “This is better than grinders,” I say to Pia.  

 “Happy birthday, kid!” says Crash, raising her cup of tea. She’s 

not mad at me anymore, she is smiling. “Sweet sixteen! My baby’s 

growing up!” The mothers laugh and we don’t know why, so that 

means it’s something from before. I like to see them laugh, though. 

Then everyone holds up their tea and toasts me. It’s traditional. 
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“One more year, filled with fear, but fuck you sogs, ‘cause we’re 

still here!” We can be loud in the secure garden, but no one shouts. 

The mothers can’t take shouting. 

The fire burns and pops as we eat and the light keeps 

changing, dimming, darkening. The clouds shift and move. Stars splash 

across the sky and the half moon drifts through the shifting clouds. Pia 

teaches us a new song and tells us about her survival. Usually, I love 

hearing about survival, and hers has a hospital in it and crashing out a 

glass window and a lot of other things, but tonight, Montana is a 

distraction. More and more lately, she is a distraction. She and Crash 

have just shaved their heads again and she has her attention on me 

and I am having trouble listening. Her foot touches my foot. She shifts 

her body closer to mine. Will we kiss? Yes, just a small. 

“Agh, girls, get a room why don’t you?” Denise growls. The 

mothers laugh and I scoot away from Montana. I pay attention to Pia’s 

survival. I sing the song about the single ladies, and I ask questions 

about the hospital. About being so sick you turn into a sog. About the 

very very far away. Montana isn’t right up next to me any longer, but 

that just makes me hear her breathing more, and feel the warm of her 

body. When it’s time to go in, I bank the fire. We go inside our Town 

Hall, closing up the entrance, locking it all down. The mothers are strict 

about everybody being in at night, no arguing. Never be outside when 

you can’t see every direction around you. Never be out when you can’t  
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hear when a sog might be skittering and puffing out its loud soggy 

breath as it creeps for you. But that means never be out in the summer 

night all full with cicadas and crickets and tree frogs and coyotes and 

foxes talking and singing. It means never being alone, really alone, just 

me and Montana. 

Much later, the moon is high. I come off watch and Blaize goes 

on. Our family likes sleeping all together, for safety. Our beds are up in 

the balcony, where no sog could ever come because we block the 

stairs and block the doors and someone is on watch all night, every 

night. I don’t go to my bed. I go to Montana’s. The floor up there is very 

creaky, but I creep on hands and knees, and shh am so quiet. I creep to 

my Montana where she is lying so still on her back with her spike on 

her chest. She is also not sleeping and she does not have watch 

tonight. 

“Come on,” I say. 

Montana thinks to stay in Town Hall, but there is the moon and 

there are the stars and the singing of all the creatures. There is the 

ocean, powerful with its smell and beauty and the moon in the water. I 

want to go out there. We sneak past Blaize, who is only looking for 

things that may try to get in, not girls heading out.  

We walk in the noisy night, holding our spikes ready. We don’t 

talk. Montana knows where I want to go, knows it without talking. My 

favorite tumbledown, where there are magazines and clothes that  
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didn’t crumble or mold from the ocean’s power because of being in 

plastic boxes. My best tumbledown: La Fripperie, Beach Wear and 

More. The night is dark and warm and full of noises and there are no 

sogs. 

Inside the tumbledown, we do a sweep, then bar the door. 

There are little rooms in there. Dressing rooms, they were called. You 

could pick out your clothes and go try them on in private. That’s what 

Denise told me when she explained about shopping and outfits. Crash 

never taught me any of those. And it was Denise who showed me 

about lipstick.  

 “Help me find an outfit,” I say to Montana. We have light from a 

bunch of sweet-smelling candles and we are completely alone. 

 “Ok. What color?” Montana’s pupils are big in her dark eyes. If 

she is wondering or worried about being outside in the night, she is 

not showing it.  

 “I want gossamer,” I say. I want what Danielle wears. I want that 

beautiful word from my magazine. 

 “Check.” Montana never asks questions. She just acts like she 

knows what she’s doing all the time. She goes out beyond the light of 

the candles and I can hear her opening boxes. She is humming the 

new song as she comes back to my dressing room. 

 “How about this one?” She holds up a skirt. Outside, I could 

never wear a skirt. Too easy for a sog to snag, and boom, you’ve been  
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tumped over and infected. In here, it’s different.  

 “I’ll give it a try.” I reach out for the skirt but Montana holds onto 

it for a moment so that I have to take it with a tug. For some reason, I 

don’t want to let her know, but that skirt is altogether and always the 

most beautiful clothes I’ve ever seen. It has frills and pink and frolic and 

it is definitely wicked gossamer.  

 “Mam’zelle might also like this, this, and this!” Montana whips 

three shirts at me.  

 I hold all the clothes she gives me and go into my private 

dressing room. Montana puts two of the sweet-smelling candles on the 

bench and I close the door. The little room fills up with the smell of 

candles and I stay still. I wanted to come out, I wanted to get a room 

with Montana, but now I don’t know. I don’t know if I should take off my 

clothes. What if something happens? What if there are sogs out there? I 

can hear Crash saying, “Always assume there are sogs.”  

 “Go ahead,” Montana’s voice is low and sure. “I just checked 

the doors and I’m spike ready. It’s fine.”  

 I lay my spike on the bench. I take out my lipstick and put it on. 

Now my red, red lips are all I can see in the mirror. I unlace my boots, 

knocking on each steel toe for luck. It’s one of our rituals. We have a lot 

of them: lock, lock, double lock; look, look, always look, yonder, under, 

over, outside, inside. I take off my socks, my cargos, my vest, my shirt, 

my unders. I go slow, like a ritual. She is very quiet now, but I know  
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Montana is right there on the other side of the door, guarding. 

 The skirt falls gentle over my legs. It’s not cold in here, but I 

have goosebumps. We never have bare legs. I put on all three shirts, 

one over the other. They’re soft, and would be nothing against 

infection, but they fit over me like pretty skin.  

 “Did you die in there, Mam’zelle?” comes Montana’s voice. “Do 

you need a rescue?” 

 “See me!” I say, opening the door. I have to kick some things 

aside with my bare feet – we’re never supposed to have bare feet. I 

walk toward her. I twirl, so beautiful, my skirt floating around me. I twirl, 

I twirl! And trip on some old things down there on the floor. 

 Montana catches me before I hit the ground, sets me back up, 

then bends down to clear a spot. “Twirl more,” she says. Her eyes so 

dark and deep. “Dance.” She taps her spike on a table to make a quiet 

beat for me. I step my feet across the dusty floor. I touch my toe down, 

and then my heel. I tippy-tip and swing and swirl my skirt. My breasts 

move under my shirts, my nipples brush and feel. My arms rise up and 

my fingers flutter. The candle smell, the beat of Montana’s spike, her 

breathing coming on faster like she’s been running, but she’s just 

watching me. Just sending me a rhythm with her spike, just gathering 

my dance with her eyes. There is nothing on the floor to trip me up, but 

I stumble. I fall and she catches me. 

* * * 
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 We are in the dressing room, lying down, with the door open 

and our legs stretched out. There are clothes piled up under us and 

candles burning nice and our spikes ready to hand. Montana is over 

me. I am on my back and she is over me and I am very soft and soaring 

in my outfit. Montana has on all her outside clothes, even her boots. 

She can be ready if there’s a sog. But right now, she is coming down 

closer to me with her face and her lips and her warm, smooth forehead, 

and she is bringing me her mouth, her tongue. She puts her hand 

under her and between us, on my belly, on my breasts. She touches so 

tender, I hold on so tight. We are both making sounds, we almost 

sound like sogs, like the huffing and whimpering they make. I want to 

giggle because we sound like sogs and we aren’t sogs, we’re not 

infected, we’re girls, we’re alive, but Montana keeps something in my 

mouth, her fingers, her tongue, even once her chin. She is moving on 

me, moving on me. I reach up, lift up, and we are touching everywhere. 

We are rolling and pushing and making those sog-not-sog noises. We 

knock over Montana’s spike with a crash, and she leaps up. She grabs 

her spike and makes a tour. 

 “No sogs, the doors are locked,” she whispers, coming back to 

me. She puts down her spike. She sits on the floor, leaning back against 

the wall, and takes me up against her. She moves me so I am astraddle, 

front to front. Now her mouth is wetting through the shirts to my 

collarbone. Now I am kissing her warm head, her ears, and putting my  
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tongue in her ears. She slides her hand under my skirt, up my legs, my 

thighs, I’m shaking. She is between my legs, her hands; she pushes me 

over, her mouth. There is heat and soft and wet and I am squeezing and 

drumming a beat and there is a beat between my legs and through me 

and I am not small and I am not quiet and I am not working I am flying I 

am rhythm I am singing 

 I am gossamer.  
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For months now, August had been feeding it his secrets. It only 

appeared at night and never consistently, so August had become 

adept at holding onto his secrets until he could dump them into the 

sea. The creature never spoke, but it could communicate in other ways. 

If it agreed with something August said, it would hiss. If it disagreed, it 

blew air through its gills at such a high speed that the noise it 

generated made August nauseous. In exchange for August telling the 

creature about his most heinous acts, it cleaned his soul and cleared 

his conscious as easily as one would pluck an apple off a tree. August 

would then be a free man, void of all the blackness he carried around 

inside him, until the nightmares and the echo of screams came roaring 

back. He’d ache all over, his head would pound, and he’d feel 

compelled to weep. So, August would go back to searching for its 

shadow along the shore so he could beg the creature for relief. He 

hoped that tonight, when August offered up his darkest secret, that the 

feeling of atonement would stick and the creature would grant him true 

freedom. 

 On the dark beach, the rain had done well to clear the shore of 

people. Sometimes August would come out onto the sand in the dead  

t  r  o  u  b  l  e  d     w  a  t  e  r  s  
a l e x i s   p o w e l l 
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of night and find a couple kissing on a beach towel. It was horrible for 

him to have to wait for them to finish before he could head to the 

water. His palms would get all itchy and his self-control would begin to 

wane. But tonight a storm raged around him, and not a soul had stuck 

around.  

August’s boots sank into the sand. His tight curls framed his 

face underneath his dark hoodie, and his hands nestled in the pockets 

of his trench coat. Rain beat down on his face and for a second he 

thought of turning back. It wasn’t even a guarantee that the creature 

would be waiting for him. He could try to come back tomorrow after 

the storm had passed, but the weight of his secret pushed him forward 

to the crashing waves. He paused and looked up and down the coast.  

Then he heard it. A song so full of despair that August’s eyes 

went cloudy with tears before he even realized what was happening. 

August could see why sailors jumped to their demise upon the song 

reaching their ears. He followed the sea song to a cluster of rocks close 

to shore. 

The creature lounged on a smooth rock with its head turned up 

as if trying to serenade the midnight sky. Teeth like saw blades glinted 

in the moonlight. A slick braid was draped over its right shoulder and 

down a bare chest covered in deep scars. The creature’s pelvis dipped 

into a long, curling, scaly tail that disappeared into the dark depths of 

the water. The tail looked as sharp as its teeth and August had no  
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doubt that if he touched it, his hand would come away bloody. The 

creature remained peaceful even in the eye of the storm. This was its 

domain to rule.  

It was a phenomenon to hear it sing. August had never heard it 

before and he felt as if he could and should listen to it forever. But the 

grip the song had around his heart told him he needed to stop it 

before all his blood vessels burst one by one. He bit down hard into his 

thumb, and the creature turned sharply in his direction as it smelled the 

drops of blood. The lionfish fins on the side of its face flared in warning, 

and August made sure not to make eye contact with it, not yet. 

Its kind did not deal in blood like August did. The mere scent 

of blood put it on edge, but it was the only way August could think of 

to break its dreaded song. The creature’s furious beauty caused 

August's skin to heat despite the rain. August stuck his thumb in his 

mouth and lifted his other hand up to show he meant well. Eventually, 

the creature calmed as the blood disappeared onto August’s tongue. It 

eased off the rock to sink back into the water, and it was ready to listen.  

August waded through waist-deep water and climbed atop the 

rocks. He peered down at its opaque black eyes, their membranes 

sliding to and fro. He knew what would happen but it caught him off 

guard anyway. The feeling of love washed over him. He’d do anything 

for the creature. If it felt uncomfortable with the temperature of the sea, 

August would find a way to boil the earth or frost it over to the  
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creature’s satisfaction. If the sun was too bright, August would blow it 

out. If the moon was too full, he’d bite it in half. Anything. Even though 

August could feel the haze of magic hovering over his brain, he 

couldn’t break out of it and wasn’t sure he wanted to. It was a love he 

couldn’t feel anywhere else. Not even for his partner or his children in 

their last moments.  

As he spoke, words that confessed what August had done 

flooded out of him as a palpable mass. The secret twisted and turned 

in on itself, until it was tumbling from August’s lips and into the water. 

After months of feeding it, tonight would be the night that August 

would be granted peace by the sea. He had finally given it his biggest 

secret yet, and the creature would be satiated with it. He could feel his 

heart lifting as the creature gobbled up his secret whole like a python 

swallowing a pig. Before finishing its meal, the creature began to move 

away from August and out to sea. It began to sing again, the sound a 

symphony of the open ocean. Waves crashing, wind howling, and 

sailors screaming. 

 Panic rolled around in August’s chest. They weren’t done yet. 

Still vomiting his secret, August fell into the water. His secret floated 

around him, drenching him in his own sins. August trained his sights on 

the tail that pushed the water aside with ease. He swam after the 

creature, his boots and heavy clothing pulling him down.   

 The creature dove deep, and August was left struggling to 
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tread water. He spit out the remaining bits of his secret. The creature 

reappeared, diving in and out of the water to collect the last of its meal.  

August was free.  

Finally free.  

Until a sharp tail circled him and the creature smiled wide, 

gleeful to tear August open and empty his secrets into the sea to feast 

for eternity.   
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What sort of writer are you? What types of stories stir in your soul?  

 For Ann Dávila Cardinal, who debuted in 2019 in the YA Horror 

market, the answer to those questions aren't so easily contained. After 

two horror novels for teens, Cardinal's newest work takes a detour from 

terror and tells a vibrant and heart-wrenchingly familial magical realism 

story for adults.  

 Following in the genre diverse footsteps of such renowned horror 

greats as Clive Barker, Stephen King, and Anne Rice, The Storyteller's 

Death isn't as much a departure for the emerging Ann Dávila Cardinal 

as it is a sooner-than-expected leap out of the horror sandbox. It's a 

leap that Cardinal lands with elegance, and sends a clear message to 

other developing writers that creativity need not be boxed in by labels 

like genre or age range. If there's a story in your soul aching to be told, 

tell it.  

 We reached out to Ann Dávila Cardinal to speak about her latest 

novel and what the future holds for her and her writing (spoiler alert: 

horror rom-com, anyone?), and we're proud to share the conversation 

that followed.    
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TQO: First off, congratulations on The Storyteller's Death. You've 

said this book took 17 years to make it onto shelves. And in that 

time you've published a duology of young adult horror novels 

(Five Midnights and Category Five) and several shorts in various 

anthologies including our own debut issue last year. What kept 

you always creatively returning to this novel over all that time and 

writing?  

ADC: Thank you, I'm so excited it's finally out in the world! I think it 

kept drawing me back because it was a story I had to tell. It sounds 

cliche, but it really is the book of my heart and soul, and it continued to 

haunt me, much like Isla's visions. So I kept coming back to it. And back 

to it. It went from third person to first, to third, and finally back to first. It 

wasn't until I worked with my Sourcebooks editor, Christa Desir that I 

felt it was ready. Well, as ready as we ever think they are. 

TQO: Did working on other projects over those 17 years help 

unlock the places you were stuck on earlier drafts of The 

Storyteller's Death?  

ADC: I mean, I don't think so? But they definitely honed my novel 

writing skills. Writing for young adults is wonderful. You have to pare a 

novel down to the heart of the story, keep it lean, no pontificating. It's a  
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very pure kind of writing, and I love it. But this work was inspired by the 

magical realist books I was raised on. Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Isabel 

Allende, Julio Cortázar. I loved the lush 

language of the magical realist 

movement, the settings you can see, 

hear, taste. And I wanted to begin when 

Isla was a child, something not generally 

done in young adult literature, so it 

made sense to do this as an adult novel 

with a retrospective narrator. But I'm 

proud of my young adult work, and I will 

continue to write them.  

TQO: Without getting into spoilers, The Storyteller's Death centers 

on Isla, who comes into possession of a familial ability to bring to 

life the tales of her deceased family members - memories and 

stories that play out in front of her - and one memory in particular 

that could have very real, very fatal consequences if left 

unaddressed. How much developmental writing and 

brainstorming went into building Isla's deep familial history? 

ADC: Well, a lot, but formal and intentional writing. That's because I 

was learning to write while writing this novel, so I just...went for it. And  
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truthfully, at the inception of this story I didn't know how to think about 

plot or world building in a systematic way, it was more intuitive. But 

during my MFA in Writing program at VCFA, I deepened my writing by 

going beyond my storytelling skills, and learned how to thoughtfully 

build a story and a world. However, as mentioned earlier, it took many 

years past graduation and dozens of revisions to really get it where it 

needed to be.  

TQO: Would you say that you did as much or more personal history 

building as you did world building for this novel? 

ADC: Wow, that's a good question. I think the two are so woven 

together in this novel you can't even examine them separately, 

because even the world of the visions is informed by personal history, 

Isla's and my own. But I would have to say I did more personal history 

building, because capturing the feeling of Puerto Rico in the 70s was 

so important to me, but the world was one of my own senses and 

memory.  
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Even the world building I do in The Storyteller's Death is constructed 

on the scaffolding of personal history.  

TQO: As a novel in the first-person, one of the things we loved 

about The Storyteller's Death was how you maintained a real sense 

of warmth and community around Isla even as the stakes grew 

higher and her need for urgency increased. Here we all are, living 

through three anxiety-filled years of COVID trauma, and you 

present us with a character in a dire situation who nevertheless 

gives your reader a sense of calm as she navigates the storm. It 

makes the book a much cozier read than your horror novels which 

are full of deliciously unrestrained tension. Was your narrative 

tone always so empathetic toward the reader or was that attitude 

reshaped by the last three extraordinary years? 

ADC: I'm pretty sure that tone was there all along, and I'm glad you 

found it empathetic. In answer I would have to say that I will always be a 

reader first and a writer second, so my thoughts are always with the 

reader. So much so, that when I started writing horror (which I have 

always read and loved), I had to make myself throw more at the 

protagonist, even kill off characters I had grown fond of. They always 

start out tame in the first draft because I feel the need to protect my 

characters, but then I gradually make their lives darker and riskier and 
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threatening. I usually wince as I write those scenes, and whisper 

apologies at the screen.  

TQO: We mention COVID as a collective trauma, but it's important 

to note that your stories either take place in or center Puerto Rico 

which, during COVID, has had to also face Hurricanes Fiona and 

Ian, and the aftermath of those life-altering storms. 

ADC: Yes. It is an island and people of tremendous resilience and 

gratitude. I am in constant awe of my family and the people who live on 

the island and how they maintain their hope, generosity, and faith 

under tremendous strain.  

TQO: Speaking of those hurricanes, your horror novels, Five 

Midnights and Category Five, as well as the piece you wrote for the 

October 2021 debut of The Quiet Ones are all centered on storms. 

Being a Puerto Rican author, is it fair to say that the trauma of 

Fiona and Ian fed into your writing and do you find that sharing 

these stories helps to unpack and heal from the lasting damage of 

these real-world disasters? 

ADC: I mean, I can't compare the trauma I've felt during these times to 

those of people living on the island. No one can understand what it's  
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like to live through such a tragic disaster unless you're there. But not 

knowing how your people are, whether or not they're alive or safe is 

not easy. I think every hurricane season anyone with Caribbean blood 

is holding their breath. I was working on copy edits of Five Midnights 

when Maria hit, and I asked my editor if I could make my second 

TorTeen book a hurricane story, and she agreed. Writing that novel did 

help me deal with the fear and helplessness, but it can't compare with 

what those on the island experienced. I wish I could put a glass bubble 

over it to protect it, but then how could you feel the winds?  

TQO: Do you find that writing in different genres helps you to 

explore the complex spectrum of emotions that real-world 

traumas and anxieties inject into you?  

ADC: Absolutely. I love changing formats and genres and age groups, 

it keeps me sharp. It's like a writing exercise on steroids. And the 

emotions they release are similar but painted in different hues. I don't 

think I'll ever stay in a lane, in my writing or my life.  
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TQO: What works of fiction, in your life, helped you through 

difficult times? 

ADC: Oh, Charlotte's Web saved my life. I was reading it over and over 

when I was eight. I was clutching it when they took my father's body out 

of the house. I didn't know then that it was a manual for children on 

how to deal with death, all I knew is that it comforted me. Then a year 

after I graduated high school The House of Spirits was released. Oh 

how I loved that book. I found Allende's work more accessible and 

relatable to my life than some of the other magical realists. I carried my 

dog-eared copy of that novel with me everywhere when I was trying to 

figure out adulthood. I'm not sure I've done that yet, though.  

TQO: Next year, you return to the horror genre with something 

very special and very different in tone from your other works so 

far. What can you tell us about Breakup From Hell? 

ADC: That was the most fun I've ever had writing. It is a horror rom-

com, my first based in Vermont (my home for the last thirty years). It 

features a Puerto Rican protagonist living with her Abuela in Stowe, 

dealing with ordinary teenage problems while an extraordinary guy 

appears in her life. And she finds out that she's not so ordinary after all. 

It's funny and irreverent and Mica's group of friends were a blast to  
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spend time with.  

TQO: We can't wait to spend time with them when Breakup From 

Hell drops on January 3rd, 2023. Thank you, Ann. Before we go, 

would you share some final words of wisdom for our writers and 

readers? 

ADC: To the readers? Thank you. Support the writers you like and post 

reviews: it really helps us in these days of algorithms. For the writers, be 

relentless in your quest to deepen your writing. Find a community, 

even if that's just one or two other writers, who you can run work past 

and whose work you read as well, and listen for patterns in feedback. 

And that last revision where you're like, "I can't look at this any more! I 

can't do it!" Do it, because that revision is the one that makes the 

difference. It has proven true for me time and time again.  

Just when I'm ready to give up, I dig even deeper and the work does 

too.  
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None of us wanted her to sing, but she’d paid the $14.99 to 

bypass everyone else’s karaoke slots, so there we were, trapped, 

listening to a billion slurred verses of “Fast Car” by Tracy Chapman. 

Slurred because she was a couple tequila shots in, but also because 

her lips were tied in a bow over her teeth. It wasn’t a festive bow; it 

actually looked pretty utilitarian. But there were festive bows, and a few 

Christmas ornaments, on her antlers. Little green wooden Santas 

swung back and forth as she stumbled. 

We could see her tongue sloppily forming lyrics behind and 

around the translucent lip bow. She was wearing a shapeless white t-

shirt that said “Mother of All Things.” It was splattered with dried blood. 

I don’t think it was her blood, because the splatters were blue, and the 

dried blood around her mouth was more of a reddish brown. As is 

usually the case with hotel lobby karaoke bars in Atlantic City, I had a 

lot of questions and wanted no answers. The sign-up board said her 

name was Candy. That was already more than I cared to know.  

I looked around our table to roll my eyes at someone, but 

everyone was politely texting and avoiding eye contact. The “Fast Car” 

deer woman was halfway through her fifth verse, and I was halfway  

 

f  a  s  t     c  a  r 
m a r i a n n e   m u r p h y
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done complaining about her on Twitter, when I felt a hand suction onto 

my shoulder. I whipped around in my chair and came face to face with 

the slimiest guy I’d ever seen. He was wearing swim trunks covered in 

flashing neon grapefruits and his skin was pulsing. 

“You kids are always on your phones! Talk to each other!”  

His voice was so loud, it rattled my skull. I yanked his hand off 

my shoulder with a pop. He still had a hand on Marina’s shoulder, and 

one on Lourde’s, and two on Omega’s. His slime was already dripping 

down their arms and fizzing all over our table. Omega looked like she 

was going to pass out - she’s only twelve. 

“Talk!” he said again. 

Lourde and Marina ignored him, but Omega dropped her 

phone immediately and looked at me. Slime was getting all over her 

sequined tank top. She dragged me through the mall for three hours to 

find that shirt for this trip.  

I stood up and yanked at the man’s arms, but they stuck tight 

on her shoulders. Omega whimpered in pain. 

“Leave her alone!” I yelled and I kicked him in the leg, but he 

was so slimy that my heel went straight through his shin to the other 

side. I pulled and pulled and got my foot back, but my shoe was 

gone. I could see the pink glittering heel encased deep in his leg. 

He laughed and put his thickest suction cup in Omega’s hair. 

“Relax! Loosen up! Learn how to talk to each other!”  
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“We’re listening to the fucking deer karaoke!”  

“Talk to eaAA -”  

His voice squeezed shut before he could finish. His eyes 

bulged and then collapsed, swallowed into his head. He staggered 

forward and started to scream. I thought I saw his body implode, but I 

didn’t have time to process it before I was thrown backwards in a bright 

green tsunami. My eyes stung and everything tasted like vinegar. I 

wiped his slime away in time to see the last curl of his body ooze 

between Candy’s teeth. 

Lourde and Marina were frozen. Omega was shaking. I was 

drenched. 

Candy’s blood red tongue poked out to slurp the last of the 

slime from the loose skin now hanging around her mouth like 

shoelaces. She carefully tied the limp tendrils of her mouth back into a 

bow, gave us a quick nod, and slipped seamlessly back into “Fast Car.” 

We could see her body undulating and processing his slime under her 

white t-shirt until, finally, silence.  

The man had been digested.  

“Fast Car” was over. 

Candy stepped off the stage and walked to our table.  

“Thank you so -” I started, but she shook her head. She reached 

under her shirt and carefully pulled out my shoe. It was spotless, every 

shining pink sequin still intact. 
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 I slipped it back onto my foot. By the time I looked up again, 

Candy was back onstage, Santas swinging, a shot of tequila in each 

hand, stealing my karaoke slot with another rendition of “Fast Car.” 

Nobody tried to stop her. 
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 I lost Asmodeus on Tuesday evening.  

 I didn't mean to release him. When I got him, I promised the 

housemates I would absolutely keep him under control. (I also swore 

he wouldn't destroy a single thing, not even the tiniest corner of the 

meanest stick of furniture. Fortunately, my room's furniture didn't 

count.) 

 Asmodeus defeated me by farting. 

 I opened the window to let out the sulfurous, brimstone stench. 

Asmodeus shot out the window like an avenging angel bent on 

destroying every bird in the nearby tree. A murder of crows rose up 

and away from the tree, raining curses on my head in their harsh 

tongue. 

 I was halfway out the window before I remembered that, unlike 

Asmodeus, I couldn't leap demon-swift through the air. I thundered 

down the stairs to the door, but by the time I got outside, he was gone. 

 The first thing I tried was a simple summoning. I sang out his 

name loudly. Beautifully. Compellingly. But he was far too canny to be 

recaptured by a mere call. 

 I rushed back into the house to rustle up a sacrifice. We were all 

out of the good stuff. The best I could do were some cold cooked  

f  i  n  d  i  n  g     a  s  m  o  d  e  u  s
n. r. m.   r o s h a k
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meats that... okay, that were left over from supper. 

 Leftovers. Yes, I tried to resummon Asmodeus with leftovers.  

 Shockingly, it didn't work. The black-hearted devil prefers his 

kills fresh. He didn't even bother to dignify my leftovers with a 

response. He was gone - to the farthest edge of Hell, for all I knew.  

 I briefly considered letting him stay there. Keeping him had 

been a lot more trouble than I'd bargained for. He was hell-bent on 

destruction and impossible to contain.  

 But... I'd gotten attached to him. He was a horrible creature, but 

he could be almost pleasant in the evenings, settled by my side. And 

besides, he was mine. 

 He was my responsibility, as well. I was a bit concerned about 

unleashing that black-pelted ball of spite on an unsuspecting world. 

But mostly, I knew I would miss him, and I wanted him back.  

 I would have to track him down. 

 I tried the old graveyard first. It had a reputation for being 

haunted, thanks to the barn owls nesting in the abandoned church, but 

that wouldn't deter Asmodeus. 

 As I passed through the graveyard's stone gate, a horrible 

screeching split the air. I nearly dropped everything I was carrying - the 

bell, the candle, the leather circlet I planned to bind him with - as I 

whipped around toward the noise.  

 A hundred yards to my left, a tuft of barred white feathers  
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drifted to the ground. Furious wings beat the air. The owl screamed 

again as a small black shadow, barely visible in the dusk, slipped into 

the distant trees at the graveyard's far edge. Asmodeus! 

 His tail-tip flicked as he vanished into the wood. I raced across 

the graveyard, plunged into the dark woods, and crashed clumsily 

through the undergrowth after him. 

 A flight of bats startled out of their roost. A cloud of flapping 

surrounded me, just long enough for me to lose sight of Asmodeus. 

 I stopped and strained my eyes against the darkness, trying to 

pick him out. The woods were darkening by the minute as night fell. In 

moments, he would be invisible, a shadow among shadows. 

 In the distance, a rabbit gave its final scream.  

 That was probably Asmodeus's work. He did love to kill small 

things. 

 I fought my way through the brush toward the little murderer. 

Overhead, the sky, through tangled branches, deepened toward navy. 

My feet found a thread of trail through the brush, that slowly 

broadened to a path.  

 There was no sign of Asmodeus, and I was no longer sure the 

path was heading in the direction of the rabbit's scream. But, by then, I 

was thoroughly lost. So I followed the path. 

 The stars were out by the time I came to the end of the path. It 

let out in an unmowed back yard. At the far end of the yard, a single 
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streetlight on the semi-rural road cast its orange glow on a 

tumbledown, boarded-up house. 

 I had no reason to think that Asmodeus was here... but I had a 

feeling he might be. I started through the waist-high grass toward the 

house.  

 I almost missed the shed sitting in the house's shadow. Small, 

grimy, with a single window. Probably full of junk. 

 Boring. Except that the door was cracked open, just enough to 

allow a wandering Asmodeus to slip in. 

 I'd never known Asmodeus to close a door (or window, or 

cage) behind himself. It was simply beyond his claws. I tiptoed 

cautiously toward the door and eased it open. 

 A pair of slit-pupilled yellow eyes glowered malevolently at me 

from the gloom. 

 “Asmodeus?“ I breathed. 

 The eyes glared. 

 I remembered the candle I'd grabbed when I could find neither 

flashlight nor cell phone. I fumbled it out, lit it. 

 Asmodeus' pupils narrowed. And I gasped. 

 Because it was Asmodeus. He'd settled his sleek, devilish self 

on a pile of rags. But he wasn't alone. 

 My destructive, incorrigible, uncontainable Asmodeus was 

curled in the arms of a filthy, sleeping child. 
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 The child couldn't have been more than eight. I had no idea 

where they'd come from, or how they'd come to be sleeping in an 

abandoned shed. Or what their home must be like, for them to prefer a 

pile of rags in a shed. 

 But one thing was clear: the child needed Asmodeus more 

than I ever would. 

 I would have to get help for the child, of course. They were too 

big for me too carry home, and I would not force an exhausted child to 

march through the woods in the dark. In a moment, I'd walk out to the 

road, note the house number, and find my way home to the cell phone 

I'd left behind. There would be phone calls, social workers, police.  

 But first, I pulled out the leather circlet I'd brought. The bell 

jingled against the name tag: Asmodeus. I laid it softly beside the child.  

 I hoped that, in the brief moment between waking and being 

overwhelmed by helpful adults, the child would see the collar and 

realize that Asmodeus was theirs to keep. For the cat had clearly 

chosen. He'd bound himself to the child. 

 "Goodbye, little demon," I whispered to my former cat. "See 

you in Hell." 

 Asmodeus closed his eyes approvingly at me as I left the shed.  
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I saw your last name on a tombstone 
and thought of you for the first time  

in eight months. Oh Seth! You resurrect.  
Remember when we got drunk  

at the Vortex? My virginity 
could’ve been yours 

if only you were a double Scorpio  
or knew what to do with your hands. 

I want to honor all my pesky Texas 
exes like the New Orleanians honor  

their dead. For each boy  
who didn’t last, build a mausoleum  

adorned with obelisks, 
stained glass, and stone angels. 

The dead freak me out.  
The dead make me wanna fuck. 

Oh Seth! We haven’t spoken  
in two years. I text you 

a dick pic and tell you  
how I still want to worship  

i n   t h e   n e w   o r l e a n s   g r a v e y a r d,    
i   r e m e m b e r   m y   e x  

e l l i o t   t h o m a s
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at the alter of your ass  
and taste your sac- 

rament. Don’t let my bone- 
r rest in peace tonight. Hold me  

on your tongue like the Eucharist 
and swallow me  

whole until 
the holy 

of me flows 
inside of you. 
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 You could say our band writes songs about vampires, 

werewolves, ghosts, and demons - and you’d be right. You could also 

say we write songs about navigating the world through lived queer 

experiences - that’s also true. What it really comes down to, as our 

bassist Emma put it, is that we write songs about people who are a little 

bit different.  

Being even a little bit 

different can often be seen as 

monstrous by those who are part of 

the status quo. It feels empowering, 

then, to embrace the 

monstrousness - to make our 

experiences of being between 

worlds into something both 

beautiful and community-focused. 

We take our joy, anger, longing, and determination and magnify these 

emotions through the lens of fantastical storytelling. Our music creates 

a space for people who have felt the constant tensions of being a little 

bit different to come together and safely share friendship, dancing,  
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singing, storytelling - and, of course, some cathartic howling.  

        In our songs, we are gay werewolves navigating the 

nebulous space between man and beast, avenging the murder of 

our lover with the help of our pack. We are sirens luring sailors to 

their doom with our beautiful voices and need for validation, 

demanding to be told we’re pretty. We are shape-shifting Tam Lin; 

we are the lover who rescues him; and we are the Faery Queen 

who stole him away. 

         A lot of myth and fairy tale themes involve elements of 

horror. The stakes are high, as is the tension. There is dazzling 

beauty and glamor as well as terrifying darkness and danger. 

There are both spoken and unspoken rules that must be 

followed, and you can’t tell how bad the consequences for 

breaking them will be until they’re broken. Figuring out what it 

means to be queer and how to navigate your own identity can 

also often feel this way. Sometimes the world is bright and 

beautiful and more magical than you could have ever dreamed; 

sometimes the things that are most familiar or comfortable to you 

take on an edge of horror or danger. 

The thing is (at least, in the songs we write), the entry into the 

magical world is always worth it, even in moments of despair or 

anger. Persephone embraces the darkness of the underworld;  

Thomas the Rhymer misses his days as the Faery Queen’s captive;  
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Bigfoot and Mothman ride happily into the sunset together. This 

lyric from our song “Jack” pretty much sums it up: “If every boy in  

every story had listened to his mother / there’d be no more tales to 

tell around the fire.” Being who you truly are, embracing both the 

beauty and the monstrousness, is worth the risk.  

Our songs allow us to live tangibly in the in-between spaces 

we occupy as queer artists. The community we’ve built through 

our music has supported us immensely in our own explorations 

of gender & self, and has in turn enabled us to directly support 

and expand our LGBTQ+ circles. Since our band came together 

4 years ago, The Forgetmenauts has become an integral part of 

both the queer music and folk punk scenes in the San Francisco 

Bay Area. We’ve self-recorded and produced two full-length 

albums of original songs, co-hosted events with other local 

LGBTQ+ organizations and bands, and (until the pandemic hit) 

were playing at least two shows per month at locally-owned, 

inclusive, queer-friendly venues. Our shows have helped raise 

funds for Trans LifeLine, the LGBTQ Freedom Fund, and Queers 

Makin’ Beers.  

We believe that one of the most powerful ways to reach 

people’s hearts is through storytelling - and that stories full of  

magic and music are usually the best ones to get lost in. Our  

musical stories of myths and monsters allow us, and the other  
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queer folk in our community, to see ourselves in a way that we 

don’t often get to see ourselves in real life: Powerful. Beautiful.  

Valid. Real. Our songs help us capture those emotions and 

internalize them, even when we leave the stage. As one fan said in 

a message to us, “Seeing queer folklore creations feels like a 

restoration of a history we were denied.” 

- Katharine (Kit) Gripp, The Forgetmenauts 
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Walker Staples (they/them) 

Instrument(s): Guitar/Banjo/Vocals 

Favorite scary movie or book: Let the Right 

One In. 

Favorite cryptid: Jackalope. 

Who in the band is most likely to survive a horror movie, and 

why?: I think it's gonna be Tyler; most resources, best equipped 

for building booby traps.  

 

Tyler Gary (he/him) 

Instrument(s): Clarinet, Saxophone, 

Trombone, Keys. 

Favorite scary movie or book: Recently I 

read Mexican Gothic and while it wasn't my all 

time favorite, it definitely captured some good haunting 

creepy vibes. Would recommend for the mushroom horror. 

Favorite cryptid: The chupacabra. 

Who in the band is most likely to survive a horror movie, and 

why?: I'd be the second or third to die. “Quick everybody, I have a 

plan! All we have to do is...“ *Dies in a horrible dramatic way*. I 

think Abe would be last to die. He would disappear early on and 

we would think he's dead but he actually just went on a hike and 

came back at the end. 
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Abe Finkelstein (he/him) 

Instrument(s): Cello, un-mic'd backup vocals 

and banter, howling. 

Favorite scary movie or book: Oryx and Crake. 

And I listened to a great podcast about Midsommar but  

will probably never have the guts to watch it. 

Favorite cryptid: The Baba Yaga house. 

Who in the band is most likely to survive a horror movie, and 

why?: Definitely Emma. She lives on a sailboat and is a great 

problem solver, and good at engineering. You might think I was 

on a hike but I was actually dead the WHOLE time. 

Danielle (she/her) 

Instrument(s): Drums! 

Favorite scary movie or book: I am scared 

easily and don't really watch horror movies! You 

didn't ask about this, but my favorite scary-ish video 

games are The Last of Us and Dead Space. 

Favorite cryptid: Loveland frog. 

Who in the band is most likely to survive a horror movie, and 

why?: Walker, they would out-maneuver the attacker/swarm/

pathogen/whatever the horror of the horror movie is. 
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Kit Gripp (they/she) 

Instrument(s): Mandolin, vocals. 

Favorite scary movie or book: Sunshine by 

Robin McKinley (ok so it’s not that scary but 

there’s lots of blood and vampires, so it counts).  

Favorite cryptid: Nessie. 

Who in the band is most likely to survive a horror movie, and 

why?: Probably Collin. If it were something corporeal, he'd 

knock it out with a baseball bat. If it were an angry ghost, he'd 

talk to it and de-escalate the situation.  

Emma Williams 

Instrument(s): Bass. 

Favorite scary movie or book: House of 

Leaves. 

Favorite cryptid: Selkie. 

Who in the band is most likely to survive a horror movie, and 

why?: I think Walker would be the most likely to survive 

because they are very nimble and quick. 
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Collin (he/him) 

Instrument(s): Drums! 

Favorite scary movie or book: Hard to pick a 

favorite scary movie! Maybe Let the Right One In 

(the original one). It's rare that horror films are at once so 

beautiful, disturbing, and sympathetic to the villain. 

Favorite cryptid: Michigan Dogman. 

Who in the band is most likely to survive a horror movie, and 

why?: Kit survives the horror movie, for sure. Zombie flick? Kit 

decapitates the shambling hordes with lethal pirouettes. Teen 

slasher film? Kit distracts the villain with some concocted-on-the-

spot YA fiction just long enough that he doesn't even notice he's 

walking right into his own poetic and ironic death. Vampire 

horror show? Please. Kit was the vampire. Kit was always the 

vampire. 

Find The Forgetmenauts at: 

theforgetmenauts.bandcamp.com 

www.youtube.com/c/TheForgetmenauts 

www.instagram.com/forgetmenauts 
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G  a  y     W  e  r  e  w  o  l  f     M  u  r  d  e  r     B  a  l  l  a  d  

l y r i c s   b y :   W a l k e r   S t a p l e s  

Men like me must live with their sins  

A boil in my blood like a fire ‘neath my skin  

As I search every face for the marks of my kin  

For no one else may know  

What I became with the moon overhead  

In the glow of their torchlights when they caught us in my bed  

When I found him in the churchyard he was already dead  

My lover, my sweet darling one  

When man lies with man we are killed for our crimes  

But they’ll wish the first life they’d taken was mine  

For wolves hunt in packs, and the death isn’t kind  

The forest looks out for her own  

(Here there be Howling)  

It was full harvest moon on the night we returned  

I knelt by the spot where his body was burned  

And I tore off my clothes and I howled my grief  

And then we turned our teeth on the town  
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And it wasn’t my first taste of the sweet flesh of man  

As we descended on the town every wolf in the land  

And our hot breath and our white fangs grew wet with the blood  

Of the men who murdered my love  

(ahwooo…  
Ahwooooooo….  

AHWOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!)  

Men like me must live with our sins  

The boil in our blood like a fire ‘neath our skins  

As we search every face for the marks of our kin  

For no one else may know. 
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In morning. In noontide. In every sharp season of  

mixed blood, lyrics come wounding the atmosphere. 

a sonnet gulping loamy space: 

“won't you partner with rot, & let the prairie eat your remains?” 

you come from a bloodline of grasses, 

blading the valley of your arm into a rainforest of slow vegetation. 

your body awash in rude light, as hail kept ramming over the  

vanishing spot seeded with fatigue, from sky-holes  

dressed in the shape of each exit at the tunnel holding your beloveds. 

when in that black minute, grief brands them 

partners - piecing together the remnants of a boy on a daughterless 

street. 

“won't you partner with rot, & let the prairie eat your remains...” 

p  r  a  i  r  i  e     n  o  t  e  s
n n a d i   s a m u e l
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to a point the hail compost in frost bits. 

the linear drip & inedible mold of ice are if nothing else: a subtle art of 

decay. 

look, how you guess this land into green. 

how, throwing your thighs towards a refrain of leaf 

brings the elasticity to this world wounded with air. 

& speaking of wind: a fuming above. 

the sign of rage come to you in the thickest of lightning woven into a 

blind hour. 

cloud, muddled in devastating strikes of pink. 

a brutal storm toppling your whole loin into the graven image  

of a child whittled raw from old baobab trunk. 

the orchard drags you by your name, 

& already your pronoun partners with light 

letting its vowel keep the decay. 

& decay: a souring below. 

the grey acre laid in harmful approach, 

returning you back to clay - loam-soft & intimate with dust. 
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this untilled yearning to look fertile enough to harbor life. 

nothing prepares you for how a stroll towards the tensioned pitch of 

leaf, greens the excursion of this life into a chorus. 

“won't you partner with rot, & let the prairie eat your remains?” 

in unprintable light, the sun mirrors itself: 

a gold-plated wound on the field,  

throbbing as a healthy heart extracted from the torso of a lad. 

two songbirds winging skywards to a town bleached by wind; 

alters into one, in the terrible heat 

& the cloud stomachs them. 

everything withstands loss within this prairie,  

whose route yawns a cabin.  

every lad could summer in the belly of trees, wrapped in unforgetful 

sweat. 

with each black minute, night weans you off your boyhood, 

& soils that which holds you barefaced to your denial  

of grief. 
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 My grandmother died last Tuesday. Now she haunts the pickle 

jar in the kitchen cabinet.  

 Mom gave the eulogy this afternoon. She called her mother a 

brightly burning sun who pulled the rest of us mere planets into her 

magnificent orbit.  

 I'm not surprised that Grandmother’s gone. She was pretty sick. 

But I am surprised that the rest of our solar system is still here. Suns like 

her should go nova, not quietly. Suns like her should obliterate 

everything around them when they die.  

 At least she didn't go far.  

* * * 

 The wake is here, at our house. It’s loud. My family goes in for 

expressive, operatic sorrow. Professionally. Most of us work at the 

opera house downtown.  

 My brother Eddie sings. He usually gets stuck in the chorus, or 

with bit parts, but he’s good and getting better. Plus he knows how 

good he is, without doubts below him or bravado above.  

 Dad runs the box office. Mom designs the lights. My uncle 

Cristóbal builds all the sets. He can make castle turrets on castors and 

collapsable mountains.  

a     t  a  l  e     o  f     t  h  r  e  e     p  i  c  k  l  e  s
w i l l i a m   a l e x a n d e r
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 Grandmother runs the costume shop. She used to run the 

costume shop. 

 “At least she’s out of pain,” Cristóbal says, or tries to say. He’s 

hugging Dad with huge arms, arms that build mountains, and both of 

them are sobbing. 

 Tío's right. Grandmother stepped clean out of her pain when 

she went into the pickle jar. But I don't know where her pain went. 

Pretty sure it's around here somewhere.  

* * * 

 The jar has only three pickles left inside. That’s all. Just three 

pickles, the salty brine around them, and the sound of Grandmother 

humming to herself. She always liked to hum instead of sing. She often 

had sewing pins in her mouth. It's hard to sing with pins in your mouth.  

She doesn't have a mouth anymore, but she's still humming.  

 It isn't easy to hear her over the wake. I walk underneath grief 

shared over my head between much taller people, which I can do 

because I'm the youngest and the smallest one here. Then I take the 

pickle jar out of the cupboard, and out of the kitchen. 

 We pass three weeping cousins, all of them lighting techs who 

work for Mom. Our green parakeet is perched on Mom’s head. His 

name is Bird. I named him. I was very young and very literal at the time.  

 We pass shiny trays of catered food that no one is eating. 

 We pass the coffin. I don't look inside. 
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 We pass a small table, the one Mom, Dad, and Eddie use to 

drop keys and wallets onto whenever they come home. Right now it 

has several lit candles instead. The candles surround a smiling picture 

of Grandmother. Beneath the framed picture is one of her masks. It has 

bright red feathers and a long, beak-like nose. "This table needs 

something that she made with her own hands," Mom said when she 

put it there.  

 Grandmother did love to make masks. But I would have picked 

a different one. This mask is all scrunched up and furrowed above the 

feathered eyebrows.  

 We go all the way up to the attic. It belonged to Grandmother 

and me, so this is where I bring her. She stored old costumes here. She 

let me try them on sometimes. And she kept her voice low and hushed 

while in the attic. Loud was her native language, but she also spoke 

Quiet and Quiet is mine. 

 I sit down on the floor, feeling suddenly despicable for 

hoarding the jar all to myself. But I'm not sorry, not really. It only has 

three pickles in it. And no one else is listening. No one else heard her 

in there.  

 I eat one of the pickles.  

 Grandmother speaks to me through the salty crunch. I can hear 

her in my molars.  

 Hello, little one. 
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 “Hello, Grandmother,” I whisper, tasting pickle. 

 She was never Grandma, Nana, Abuela, or Lala. She was only 

ever Grandmother. This is her title, like “General” or “President.”  

 How was the funeral? 

 “Horrible. Loud. You would have liked it.” 

 Grandmother laughs. It’s strange to hear that laugh in my own 

mouth. Then she makes a more thoughtful sort of noise. I have a favor 

to ask. 

 I sit up straighter. This is what I want. This is what we always did 

together. Grandmother never gave me a job. She never put me to 

work. Instead she asked favors, because I was her favorite, and then 

she sent me running backstage, or over the stage, or else down 

underneath the stage to fetch whatever needed fetching or deliver 

whatever messages needed to be whispered. This was where I always 

fit into the ecosystem of the opera house. This was what made me 

someone important, and not just underfoot. This is what I need now. 

I'd like to be buried with my favorite sewing shears. You know the ones. 

 I nod. I know the ones. 

 I like to think of my hands holding those shears for all time, like 

some Wagnerian valkyrie with a sword. 

 “Valkyrie don't get burials. They live forever.” I try to chew very 

slowly around those words. “You should have lived forever.” 

 Oh, forever would bore me, she says. And I am enjoying a lack  
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of nerves to be nervous about tech week. The show and the house will 

go on without me. But I do want those shears. I want to know that my 

hands hold them. Put them in the coffin for me, little one. 

 “I will,” I tell her, and with that I've swallowed the last of the 

pickle.  

* * * 

 I hide the jar behind a costume rack. It's not because I'm 

keeping Grandmother from everyone else, really. I just don't want 

anyone else to hide it and throw it away.  

 Mom's master set of keys to the opera house is on her dresser. 

She won't miss them. I'll be right back.  

 No one notices me leaving, and I don't need to wait long for a 

bus downtown.  

 The opera house is huge, but it doesn't seem that way when 

you use the side entrance and go through all the winding back 

hallways. It’s dark in here, the comforting dark of a blanket pulled over 

your head.  

 No one is working here. Not today. Everyone's at the wake. But 

tomorrow tech week begins, and that means all hands on deck - 

everyone's hands except for hers. She'll be holding her shears 

somewhere deep underground. 

 I let myself into the costume shop. 

 Lots of dressmaker dummies stand to their headless and  
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armless attention.  

 The shears aren't hard to find. They're just sitting on a table, 

waiting. I pick them up and take them with me. I don't whisper anything 

to the room, or the costumes, when I leave. Grandmother isn't here to 

say goodbye to. She’s in the pickle jar. 

 Eddie is here, though. I spot him onstage. The almost-finished 

set is lit by the ghost light, which is just a bare, ordinary bulb in an 

ordinary lamp. The ghost light stays on when all the other lights get 

turned off.  

 My brother sits silently beside it. He’s never silent, but he is 

now. I don't want to interrupt him, so I just hold the shears and watch 

him from the wings. He stands up, finally, and dusts himself off. 

 “Hi.” I try not to startle him. It doesn't work. He almost knocks 

over the ghost light when he jumps. 

 “What are you doing here?” he asks me while trying to steady 

the lamp. “Why aren't you home?” 

 I just hold up the shears. He must understand, because he 

nods. Then I point to send the same question back at him.  

 “This is how I always say goodbye to characters at the end of a 

run," he tells me. "Even though I only get the bit parts, I still need to do 

this. It's a ritual, I guess. I sit here until I can feel them leaving.” 

 “Where do they go?” I whisper at him. 

 “They're welcome to go anywhere they want, just as long as  
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they don't haunt me. Or the stage. I figure that the really troublesome 

ghosts backstage are sulking characters who didn't get a proper 

goodbye. And today I needed to sit with her. Even though she was real. 

Not a character. Well, she was a character, but you know what I mean.” 

 Eddie's usually made out of confidence. He doesn't often 

stumble over what he wants to say. Nice to see him vulnerable now.  

 “She's haunting the pickle jar.” I don't want to tell him, but I do. 

“You can talk to her if you eat one of the pickles.”  

 Eddie shakes his head. “I've said goodbye. And I don't like 

pickles.” 

 I don't like them much, either. But I'm glad that I don't have to 

share. 

* * * 

 We take the bus back together.  

 The wake is loud and crowded, just like we left it. Eddie holds 

the coffin lid open while I slip Grandmother‘s shears under her folded 

hands. She does look a little like a Viking, now. I stand there, looking at 

the shears and waiting to feel like I've accomplished something 

valuable and important. But I don't feel that way. Not really. And then 

Eddie closes the lid.  

 Bird flies above us and perches on Eddie’s head. He seems not 

to notice. We're all used to it. Bird does like to perch on heads.  

 The wake goes on. We don't eat dinner, not in any organized  
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way. We just graze through the catered food.  

 I finally tell Mom goodnight. She’s telling a story about 

Grandmother to those three cousins, and she doesn't pause the telling 

when she gives me a tight, goodnight hug. 

 I pass the little memorial altar on my way upstairs. Moths flutter 

against the window screen behind it, trying to reach the lit candles.  

 The red, feathered mask faces the window, which is strange. It 

faced the room before. Now its empty eyeholes watch fluttering moths.  

 The moths catch fire, one by one. They leave sooty streaks 

against the window screen. They weren't anywhere near the candles 

that they had been trying so hard to reach, but they burned anyway.  

 The mask's furrowed brow looks satisfied. 

* * * 

 I run upstairs to the attic, grab the jar from behind the costume 

rack, and bite into the second-to-last pickle even though I've already 

brushed my teeth. Toothpaste and pickle taste don't mix well. 

 “It’s lashing out!” I tell her. 

 Easy now, she says. Chew slowly and tell me your trouble. 

 “I got your shears, just like you asked. And now your hands are 

holding them. But the mask that they put on the table, the red one with 

the feathers, is setting bugs on fire. I think your pain is hiding in it. 

Everybody keeps saying “at least she’s out of pain.” The pain is out of 

you. I think that’s where it went.” 
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 Ah. You don't usually say so many words at once, little one. 

 “Sorry,” I say around what's left of the pickle. 

 Don't be. Now let me think about this. I'm not too surprised. 

Masks are sponges, after all. They soak up all the sweat from your face 

under stage lights. They soak up the role just as much as the performer 

does. So I can see how that mask in particular might have absorbed 

some pain. She hums to herself for a bit. You could put a little VapRub 

on it. That usually helped me. Try not to touch your eyes afterwards, 

though. And if the balm doesn't work, you might try a bath instead. Fill 

the tub with very hot water. Add lots and lots of bath salts. Then dip the 

mask in. I did love a good bath. 

 I hate both ideas. “Won't that ruin it?” 

 If any garment of mine is setting moths on fire, then I consider it 

ruined already. Dip it in the bathwater. Soothe its hurt, if you can. 

 I nod. 

 And thank you for the shears. 

 “You're welcome,” I say, and then I don't say anything else 

because that was the last of the pickle.  

 There’s only one left. 

* * * 

 I find some VapoRub in Grandmother’s room. Then I wait for 

the wake to end. It doesn't end, though. The crowd thins a little, but it's 

still a crowd.  
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 They need to go home. They need to get some sleep. Tech 

week starts tomorrow. Tech week is our last chance to get everything 

built and lit before the dress rehearsals start, so we all need our sleep. 

At least the costumes are ready. Grandmother wouldn't let herself die 

with costumes left unfinished. Instead she died just as soon as they 

were done. 

 I go downstairs and walk to the little table with my backstage 

walk, which says Nobody notice me, nobody notice me, nobody notice 

me. Nobody did. 

 I pick up the mask by one trailing ribbon, afraid to touch the 

feathers. 

 Back in my room I put some VapoRub along the edge of the 

mask. It smells like mentholated cough drops. I don't know if I'm doing 

this right. I don't know where it hurts, and the mask doesn't tell me. But 

the floor begins to scorch and smoke where I put it down.  

 Okay, so that didn't work. 

 I pick it up by one ribbon and carry it carefully into the 

bathroom, where I hold it, dangling at arm's length, for the whole time 

it takes water to fill up the tub. Then I dump an entire carton of bath 

salts in, and drop the mask after it.  

 The water boils instantly. It spits volcanic steam, too hot to 

breathe.  

 I hold my breath, get out, and shut the door hard.  
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 When I come back later - because I can't sleep, not with the 

mask still there and the wake still awake downstairs - the feathered, 

eyeless thing stares up at me from the bottom of a dry tub, every drop 

gone. 

 I slowly close the bathroom door again. 

 I want to talk to Grandmother, but there's only one pickle left. 

 Bird lands on my head and tries to massage my scalp with 

pointy little feet. He can tell that I'm upset. But pointy feet aren't very 

soothing. I tuck him into his cage for the night. He quiets down. But the 

wake doesn't quiet down, and neither does the inside of my head.  

* * * 

 It’s morning. Somehow. I don't feel like I slept at all, but I must 

have because I just woke up. 

 The mask is back on the table next to Grandmother‘s picture. 

The picture smiles kindly. The mask seems smug. I leave it there. 

 Mom packed my lunch and left a note: Try to have a good day 

at school. Happy tech week. Hugs. I wonder if everyone got up very 

early. Maybe they never went to bed at all. 

 It feels wrong to go to school the day after Grandmother’s 

wake. 

 It feels wrong to go to school on the first day of tech week. 

 It feels wrong to leave the mask alone in the house. 
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 I want to ask Grandmother what to do. I almost go upstairs to 

hear her voice bubble up from the briny water. But there's only one 

pickle left. 

 Bird lands on my head, nibbles the roots of my hair, and then 

takes off again. He flies too close to the mask.  

 He bursts into flame. 

* * * 

 I put the fire out with a kitchen towel. I don't want to talk about 

that. 

 I bury Bird in the backyard, all wrapped up the sooty towel, and 

I don't want to talk about that, either. 

 I stand next to the table and stare at the mask. It's difficult to 

win a staring contest against something that doesn't have any eyes. But 

I keep staring, even though it keeps winning.  

 The school bus stops outside our house. Then it leaves. I'm not 

on it. I'm still here, and so is Grandmother's pain.  

 I'm having trouble breathing, like I'm the one who hurts.  

 I put the mask on.  

* * * 

 Move the way it wants to move. This is what she always said to 

performers in the costume shop. Don't just look in the mirror. Don't just 

think about how it looks. The costume would stand up and walk around 

all by itself, if it could but instead it has you. Walk the walk across this 
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room, and then come back to me, just like you're trying on a new pair of 

shoes. Pay attention. Move the way it wants. 

* * * 

 I move the way that the mask wants to move, and that makes it 

difficult to breathe.  

 No one bothers me. No one sits next to me on the city bus. No 

one looks at me if they can help it. Their eyes flinch away like the sight 

of me burns.  

 It probably does.  

 My eyes burn, too. There's just enough VapoRub left on the 

fabric to sting. But I don't take the mask off. I don't think I could if I 

tried.  

 Everyone stays well out of my way when I leave the bus. Some 

press themselves up against the windows to let me pass by. A man five 

times my size flinches when my shoulder bumps his arm.  

 Outside, on the sidewalk, I'm the center of a wide circle that no 

one else wants to be in.  

 Inside, at the opera house, I interrupt the bustlings of busy, 

sleepy people. Tired eyes widen when they see me. Some drop their 

coffee cups. They notice the way that I move, the way the floor 

shudders when it touches my step. I don't walk under their attention 

anymore. I set fire to their attention as I pass directly through it, and I 

will make them understand how this feels.  
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* * * 

 The full cast stands onstage and in costume. They seem listless. 

None of them are here to rehearse, but to be perfectly still on their little 

glow-tape marks while Mom adjusts lighting cues. She insists on the 

participation of the entire cast for this. Stand-ins wouldn't be good 

enough.  

 I join them all, moving in exactly the way that the mask needs 

to move, and suddenly they don't seem listless anymore.  

 My aunt Ana stands center stage in a flowing blue gown that 

Grandmother made. She steps quickly aside. She gives me the 

spotlight. I take it. I am the center. I have the silent and complete 

attention of absolutely everyone. They orbit me. 

 Yesterday I would have hated this. I would have wanted to 

immediately drop through a trapdoor to escape the spotlight. Today I 

stand in that spotlight and scream.  

 The sounds seems to come from someone else. It rips a 

Grandmother-shaped hole in the air.   

 I can feel the mask unraveling. Its fabric and feathers burn away 

as pieces of it fly away from me, leaving ashes on my face, ashes on the 

floor, and ashes in the back of my throat.  

 I let the scream die. 

 No one else speaks, or moves, or seems to breathe while I 

fetch a broom and sweep up the remains of what used to be a mask.  
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No one tries to touch me, or hug me, or stand in my way as I leave.  

* * * 

 The pain doesn't haunt me. It doesn't haunt my house, either. I 

don't know where it went, but I do know that it isn't onstage, or 

backstage, or under the stage. And it isn't in the pickle jar. I'm sure of 

that. Grandmother is still there, and still humming to herself.  

 She sounds content, so I know it's time.  

 The very last pickle crunches and squeaks against my teeth. 

*an earlier version of A Tale Of Three Pickles was first published  

in issue #21 of Hunger Mountain Review in 2017.  
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 Where do you see yourself in five years?  

 Dahlia's fingers twitched. Still trapped in this apartment in her 

own version of limbo. She balanced her laptop on a cleared corner of 

the kitchen table. Maybe the table was used for its intended purpose 

once, but that had been several roommates ago.  

 A tiny spider skittered between two old packages, and Dahlia 

smooshed it quickly with a used napkin, barely repressing a shudder.  

“Dude,” Megan said. “The dishes.” 

Dahlia craned her neck over the table’s wobbling tower of junk. 

The dishes teetered, inches away from toppling out of the sink, held in 

place only by a layer of grime so thick as to act as a makeshift glue. It 

was the pièce de résistance of their ramshackle kitchen. 

“Adam’s turn,” Dahlia said, turning back to her resume. The 

cursor blinked mockingly next to the words “great communicator.“ Her 

inbox chimed a reminder about her Zoom interview later. God.  

 “Adam!” Megan yelled. “Get out here and clean your shit up, 

dude.” She turned away, running a hand through her tangled bedhead. 

“Seriously.” 

“You just wake up?” 

Megan yawned. She wore someone else’s shirt and last night’s  

e  a  s  i  l  y     o  v  e  r  w  h  e  l  m  e  d
h a n n a h   b r o w n 
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eye makeup. “Yea, got in late. Gotta go soon.” She checked her phone.  

“Tell Adam to do the fucking dishes.” 

The last time Dahlia had suggested Adam do anything, he’d 

punched a hole in the drywall. Granted, he had been very drunk at the 

time, but she’d gotten into the habit of hiding in her room when he was 

home. “Text him.” 

Megan snorted. “Like he’d respond.” 

Adam hadn’t replied to any of their texts in days. Not since he 

lost his job. 

“Should we check on him?” Dahlia asked. 

Megan shrugged. Then she trotted from the kitchen to the 

closet that doubled as her bedroom. Hers was the smallest room in the 

apartment, but not by much. At least Dahlia’s room had two windows, 

so she could stare out at the lone sycamore tree being choked by 

asphalt in the parking lot and imagine being anywhere else.  

This job interview could be her ticket out of here. 

Dahlia clicked minimize on her resume and flicked back to an 

online comic she’d been reading, time sluicing away under the balm of 

fiction, her problems leaving her behind. What job search? What 

dwindling savings? What barren love-life? What interview? What debt?  

Eventually her bladder reminded her of the time. She walked 

on tiptoe to avoid the hairballs on the tile, imagining spiders. To get to 

the bathroom, she had to pass Adam’s room. Silence thrummed from it  
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like an accusation. When was the last time she’d seen him? She paused  

at the shut door, pressing her ear against the flimsy plywood.  

Adam’s door was a Peter-Pan-syndrome nightmare of old 

pressed metal signs saying things like “open the door and die.“ A 

faded sticker with the image of two kaleidoscopic eyes and the words 

“I see you“ leered from the center. She leaned in closer and, for a 

moment, she only heard the sound of her own beating heart, but then, 

something more. 

Skittering.  

She scrambled away from the door. Every available inch of her 

body crawled with the urge to rake her fingers over her skin. That 

sound. Dahlia’s grandmother had been a packrat, saving everything 

she was ever handed. Her house slowly swelling and bloating up like a 

corpse stuffed with sentimentality. When she’d passed, it had been up 

to fourteen-year-old Dahlia and her sixteen-year-old brother Daniel to 

clean out the bungalow. At some point he’d had the bright idea of 

locking her into the overrun kitchen. She’d never forget the feeling of 

cockroaches and spiders on her bare flesh. Or the sound. 

She bid a tactical retreat to her bedroom, sitting in the very 

center of her bed with a can of bug spray clutched like a loaded gun. 

Skitter. 

Her bones locked down, solidifying her into a statue. Her grip 

on the bug spray tightened, and the metal canister etched deep  
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grooves in her flesh. They wouldn’t come here. There was no food in  

her room. Nothing for them. 

She was fine. 

Skitter, skitter. The sound got faster. Louder. Like they were 

approaching.  

Skitter, skitter, skitter. 

Enough! She lunged off of the bed, yanking her door open; 

ready. But there was nothing there, nothing except shadows. 

Dahlia stared down the hall for a long moment before throwing 

the bug spray on her beside table and burrowing deep into the 

sweetly scented blankets of her bed. She was overtired. That was all. 

She could nap before the interview. Clear her head. 

The sound of the door opening half-roused her from her 

slumber, but she remained trapped in that hazy liminal space between 

dreaming and awake. She tried to throw her legs out of the bed, but 

they were so very heavy and tangled in her blankets. 

She tried to call out for Megan, but her mouth was stuffed with 

sticky cotton wool that tasted like burnt hair. She inhaled through it. It 

crept down into her throat. Not cotton wool. Webbing, thick and 

matted and… 

Moving. 

Pinned to the bed, she was a hapless bug on an entomologist’s 

setting board; her back bowed, but her limbs stuck tight. The webs  
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were working their way further and further down her throat now. And  

she could feel tiny legs tickle the insides of her throat.  

God, please let this be a nightmare. She tried to open her eyes, 

but they were already open. Her bedroom door slowly creaked, 

pushed by something. 

Dahlia tumbled from her bed and hit the floor. Her brain 

struggled to reorient itself as she retched onto her floorboards.  

Her phone chimed. Interview in five minutes. 

The interview. Her way out.   

She pulled herself from the floor, didn’t look at the half-open 

door, didn’t think about what was on the other side. She filled in the 

carved bags under her eyes with a generous application of concealer, 

straightened out the kinks in her bedhead, found a good non-wrinkled 

blouse in her closet.  

One minute. 

Dahlia sprinted back into her living room - there was nothing 

outside her door - and grabbed her laptop. The fluorescent bulb above 

her head groaned and flickered, sputtering twice before it coughed 

out of existence. The kitchen plunged into dark stillness. A cold 

mandible of dread scraped its way down her spine. 

She made eye contact with the eyes on Adam’s door. When 

was the last time she’d seen him? What if he was…  

The interview. Her ticket out of here. 
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She clicked on the meeting link. She had half a second to take  

in the two suited interviewers before her internet decided to start, stop, 

stutter and then immediately disconnect her. 

Fuck. 

She hurried to Adam’s desk. Under the watchful eyes of Adam’s 

door, she plugged her laptop into the Ethernet cable. 

“Miss Hayle?” 

“Hi, sorry about that. Internet issues,” she said, making pains to 

regulate her breathing. Adam’s desk chair was covered in crumbs that 

stuck to her thighs. She should have changed out of her sleep shorts. 

Sitting this close to his door felt like judgement.  

“That’s alright,” the woman said. “Just a few questions for you 

today, Dahlia.” 

The man seemed to think his hands weren’t in frame as he 

opened his phone and began to check his emails. “Can you tell us, in 

your own words, why you think you’d be a good fit for this role?” 

This again. Somehow she always ended up saying the wrong 

thing. She opened her mouth and felt something move in the back of 

her mouth. A hair. She coughed, but that only made it worse; the hair 

shifted further into her throat. 

“Could you -” She retched. She scrambled out of frame, 

reaching into her mouth with crazed fingers touching her uvula as she 

tried to get it. She pulled, and pulled, tears falling from her eyes as it  
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kept coming. Not a hair. A strand of sticky spiderweb. 

“Miss Hayle?” 

In her peripheral, Adam’s door changed and her head 

jackknifed around to stare. What was it? 

The door looked back at her. There was something behind the 

door. Something blotting out the sun. The noise of a thousand 

skittering feet. 

“Miss Hayle?” 

Dahlia struggled to her feet, still pulling on the spiderweb, still 

retching as the door began to vibrate on its hinges.  

“Dahlia?” 

But the deep guttural moan of her name wasn’t the interviewer. 

It oozed from beneath the door towards her.  

Sharp pain lanced through her oesophagus, forcing her to stop 

pulling. She looked down at the unspooled thread of spiderweb 

dangling from her mouth, ruby jeweled with her blood. 

“Dahlia?” 

Dahlia flew across the living room. She slammed into Megan’s 

door and it swung inward to reveal the room beyond - a sea of tiny 

writhing bodies. Spiders spread across the room like unforgiving 

treacle, clinging to every available surface. The churning mound that 

was the bed held a distinct mummified lump within it. 

 Her scream burbled bloodily in her throat and she tried to back  
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away, falling over a trip-wire web. She landed on her back, yanking  

hard on the spiderweb in her mouth. Something crunched sickeningly 

inside her. Blood oozed up into her mouth, though she tried valiantly 

to swallow it down, to not drown, as she stared up at a ceiling made 

grey by a writhing mass of spiderwebs.  
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A Tale Of Three Pickles - William Alexander 

William Alexander is a Cuban-American writer of fantasy, science 

fiction, and other unrealisms for young readers. Honors include the 

National Book Award, the Eleanor Cameron Award, two Junior Library 

Guild Selections, a Mythopoetic Award finalist, an International Latino 

Book Award finalist, a Cybils Award finalist, and the Earphones Award 

for audiobook narration. You can find out more about him and his work 

at willalex.net. 

Easily Overwhelmed - Hannah Brown 

Hannah grew up exploring the rocks and crags of the South Wales 

beaches she called home and has since graduated to living on the 

islands in Tokyo bay. By day she teaches writing to teenagers and by 

night she studies for her creative writing MA and writes until she drops. 

You can find her on twitter @Hannah_Aimee_17. 
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No Returns - Stefanie Gilmour 

Stefanie is a graphic designer who enjoys creepy and fantastical 

stories. Plants, live music, reading, and writing are a few of her favorite 

things. She’s a Midwest native and lives there with her patient husband 

and their tolerant cats. You can connect with her via Twitter 

@StefGilmour. 

Fast Car - Marianne Murphy 

Marianne Murphy is a writer, educator, and ex-puppeteer. She holds an 

MFA in Writing for Children and Young Adults from VCFA, and currently 

designs games for an educational software company. Her other print 

publications include Ladybug, Cicada, and Highlights for Children. She 

lives in Pennsylvania with two cats and 5,000 fake houseplants. You can 

see more of her work at: flamingoboots.com. 

Troubled Waters - Alexis Powell 

Alexis loves all things vampiric and unusual. At four years old, Alexis’s 

first crush was Rudolph Sackville-Bagg, and she hasn’t stopped 

wanting to be a creature of the night since then. When she isn’t reading 

or writing, you can find her cooing at her adorable pet snake, drawing, 

or playing the guitar. 
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Finding Asmodeus - N.R.M. Roshak 

N. R. M. Roshak is an award-winning Canadian author & translator. Their 

fiction has been published in four languages, and has appeared in 

various anthologies and magazines, including Flash Fiction Online, 

Galaxies SF, Daily Science Fiction, and Future Science Fiction Digest. 

They live in Ontario, Canada, with a small family and a loud cat. You can 

find more of their work at: nrmroshak.com. 

Prairie Notes - Nnadi Samuel 

Nnadi Samuel (he/him/his) holds a B.A in English & literature from the 

University of Benin. His works have been previously published/

forthcoming in FIYAH, Fantasy Magazine, Uncanny Magazine, The 

Deadlands, Timber Ghost Press, Haven Spec Magazine, Utopian 

Science Fiction, Star*Line Fiction & Poetry, Penumbric Speculative 

Poetry & Fiction Magazine & elsewhere. He is the author of "Reopening 

of Wounds" & "Subject Lessons" (forthcoming). 

In The New Orleans Graveyard, I Remember My Ex - Elliot Thomas 

Elliot Thomas is a graduate of Vermont College of Fine Arts and was 

selected as a 2021 Tin House Scholar. He currently haunts the streets of 

New Orleans and can be found on Instagram @elliot_thomas92. 
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Gossamer - Anna Watson 

Anna Watson is an old school femme dyke living in the Boston area 

whose goal is to spread queer joy and whose motto is Femme Love 

Heal World. She spends as much time as possible in Provincetown, 

Mass., the queerest town on the Cape. In fact, she read an early version 

of “Gossamer” at Provincetown’s lesbian feminist bookstore, 

Womencrafts, as part of a lesbian zombie extravaganza. In January, 

2022, she received an MFA in Writing for Children and Young Adults 

from the Vermont College of Fine Arts and is currently working on a 

chapter book series about queerspawn. She blogs here and again 

at thetotalfemme.com and self-published a thing or two 

at lazefemmepress.weebly.com. Oh, and she’s got adult erotica in 

many anthologies, including Best Lesbian Erotica and The Harder She 

Comes: Butch/Femme Erotica. 
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Ann Dávila Cardinal 

Ann Dávila Cardinal is a novelist and director of student recruitment for 

Vermont College of Fine Arts where she earned her MFA in Writing. 

Ann lives in Vermont and spends her free time cycling, doing fiber arts, 

and preparing for the zombie apocalypse. 

Check out these other works, and more, from Ann Dávila Cardinal: 
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Katharine Gripp 

Katharine Gripp's short stories have been published in several 

speculative fiction collections, including SciPhi Journal, Tales From 

OmniPark, and The Quiet Ones. They have an MFA in Creative Writing 

for Children and Young Adults, and currently work for the nonprofit 

National Novel Writing Month (a.k.a. NaNoWriMo). When not writing, 

Katharine can be found playing music with their band in the San 

Francisco Bay Area. 
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